
Can you find the words?
Cap     Cino    Clean

Tidy  Menus  Baskets
Lockdown  Uniforms

Cutlery  Tables  Chairs

WORDSEARCH

LITTLE PERSON'S MENU 
          

 including CAWSTON PRESS fruit juice
 

BATTERED COD with PEAS (with FRIES or SLAW)
CHEESE TOASTIE  (with FRIES or SLAW) (GF)

MINI HOT DOG  (with FRIES or SLAW) (GF)
BBQ PORK BRIOCHE ROLL  (with FRIES or SLAW) (GF)

--------------
ICE CREAM (2 scoops) with CHOCOLATE SAUCE   (£2.50)

(GF= Gluten Free available)   
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Cap     and     Cino

   Cap and Cino are most unusual friends.
You see Cap is a cat and Cino is a dog

and that is certainly quite peculiar.

Cap and Cino had never experienced
anything quite like it - in fact, no one
they spoke to had either! The whole

of the country had been closed down
for the last few months and that meant

Hawkes House had been VERY quiet indeed!

But now James and Simon were once again opening the doors to
customers and the place was a hive of actvity as everyone worked

hard to clean and tdy everywhere.  New menus were being writen
and printed (including this one!) and the rest of the staf were busy

washing their House Family uniforms ready for the big reopening!

Simon asked Cap to help him renew the hanging baskets outside
with bright summery fowers.  Cap was very careful climbing the
ladder with Simon holding it frmly and soon they were fnished.
James got Cino to help him put all the tables and chairs back into

positon and then give the cutlery an extra wash – that took ages as
Hawkes have got 349 forks and 397 knives never mind the spoons!

James and Simon explained that it wasn't going to be 'business as
usual' but they were really happy to be allowing their lovely

customers back in once again afer such a long tme in lockdown!

Visit us again very soon for more fun stories with Cap and Cino...

£6

  The Adventures of...

This month our friends help get
Hawkes House ready to open again!
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